
Amino Orchestrate

Strengthen enterprise deployments' 
low-touch, out-of-sight goals

Key features include

Simplify Management

Amino Orchestrate simplifies device 
management across multiple locations 
through its cloud-based tools. With an 
intuitive web interface, it streamlines 
firmware, configuration, and application 
management for individual or groups of 
devices, all with just a few clicks. 
Additionally, it empowers users to swiftly 
resolve issues by remotely viewing and 
controlling customer screens and menus.

Amino Orchestrate makes it easier for 
technicians to manage devices, software and 
device configurations. Technicians take control 
by managing devices via a common browser. 
They have the flexibility to customize their view 
of deployed devices by creating target device 
groups and simply clicking-to-assign new 
software and device configurations. 

Powerful device 
diagnostics

Manage and schedule 
firmware and 
application updates

Remote view and 
control what is on 
your screens

Log and bug report 
tools ease 
troubleshooting

APIs and SSO 
support seamless 
tool integration

Device speed tests 
for confirming 
network bandwidth

Orchestrate makes it easy to test new code or device 
configurations on "friendly" devices before 
deployment to production environments. This is done 
by simply selecting the test device group and 
assigning the desired firmware/device configuration. 
Once tested, users can simply launch new devices with 
the same configuration/firmware through zero-touch 
provisioning. This makes it easy to roll out or replace 
devices in a  geographic location or commercial 
environment by simply adding the device serial to the 
required device group prior to installation.

Centralized visibility, management and control 
of deployed devices - anywhere

Benefits

Reduce time to 
resolution

Centralized device 
management and 
software updates

Enable zero-touch 
deployment of 
screens



Validate Device Performance

Centralized Monitoring

Amino Orchestrate ensures your screens display content 
correctly, protecting your brand with quick problem resolution 
and lower support costs. As a cloud-based platform, 
Orchestrate offers enterprise-level reliability, making content 
delivery to any screen effortless.

A key advantage of the platform is how on-screen content can be viewed remotely via the UI, 
enabling centralized video teams to validate video delivery or troubleshoot issues. With a real-time 
view of the screen it is possible to validate device performance. If it is not functioning as expected, 
Orchestrate makes it easy to identify and fix the issues remotely.

Let us help you simplify the 
management of your devices

letstalk@amino.tv
www.amino.tv

View and remote control of on-screen menus

Diagnostic data includes network ping, speed tests, and 
performance metrics for media players and screens

Enable device logging, reboot, factory reset, and access a 
command line terminal for deeper diagnostics and resolution
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Deployment Dashboard

Reboot/Factory default

CMS Application Install/Management

Device Level Info

Locking Devices

Device Logging

Firmware Management/Upgrade

Boot to CMS APP

Speed test/PING

RCU Keymapping

Diagnostic Panel (Device KPIs)

Boot/Splash Screen Customization

Bug Reports

Remote terminal/remote view

Access to Orchestrate APIs

Device Grouping

Feature Starter Premium

Orchestrate offers two tiers of service
Starter has the key functions to 
manage and deploy your H200 
devices quickly and securely: a license 
is included with each H200 sale.  

Premium includes all features of 
starter but also gives the remote view 
and control functionality and provides 
access to the integration APIs.

Free Contact Sales


